

iD Top Concealed Article Intelligence
To meet the needs and standards of today’s store
design, we have developed the iD Top - a concealed,
ceiling-mounted electronic article surveillance (EAS)
solution that reduces shrinkage, improves product
availability and can also cover wide entrances. This
makes it the ideal EAS solution for retail stores.

Open store entrances
The iD Top is a state-of-the-art integrated RFID reader
that can easily be mounted to the ceiling - using almost
invisible steel cables or a standard VESA mount.
Its elegant, compact design blends into every store,
keeping the entrance of the store wide open. The iD Top
can be used stand-alone as RFID-based EAS system or
as an RFID upgrade to existing traditional EAS systems.

Out-of-the-box RFID solution
Even if a retailer is not implementing RFID yet, store
staff can simply attach pre-programmed RFID hard tags
to the merchandise and use the iD Top for EAS purposes
without any software integration.
The out-of-the-box character makes it an optimal
first step with RFID, because the iD Top can easily be
integrated into any total RFID solution in the future.
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Nedap offers practical solutions
to typical challenges retailers face
worldwide. Our mission is to make
it simple for retailers to always have
the right products available.
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Nedap solutions are built upon 40
years of global experience, market
expertise and close cooperation
with leading retailers.

Nedap is the trusted store
technology partner for leading
retailers, who use our solutions for
loss prevention, inventory taking
and in-store merchandise tracking.
Take a look at the case studies to
find out how other retailers use our
solutions.

To achieve this, we offer industryleading solutions for our customers’
diverse needs in loss prevention
and stock management.

Our worldwide operations are
supported by a flexible network of
certified partners across the globe.
Our partners represent us and
support our global clients in every
relevant retail market in the world.

We are committed to increasing
your revenue by helping you to
permanently reduce shrinkage in
your stores and counting your
inventory more often in order to
optimize
your
merchandise
availability.

Nedap Retail has offices in the
Netherlands, France, Germany, UK,
Spain, US, China and Hong Kong and
certified partners in more than 120
additional countries.
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